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Scientometric assessments have become an essential component of research evaluation, and central to these
is the use of citation indicators. Citations are used in the performance measurement of research departments
and institutions1, assessment of research funding applications2, and promotion and hiring of research scientists3.
Although there have been strong arguments for and against the use of citations for these purposes due to concerns
about their reliability and validity as performance indicators, most research institutions across the world continue
to make decisions partly based on citation data.4 Citation counts are still widely used to judge scientific impact and
quality, but the significant field-related and temporal variations that exist within the data make comparisons based
on absolute counts inappropriate unless done with normalisation.4
In the last couple of decades, advances in computational technology have enabled data mining involving citations
of millions of scientific papers, resulting in improved understanding of the global citation patterns within and
across fields and countries. One emerging pattern of concern is citation inequality, which suggests underlying
disparities in research funding, collaboration and the peer-review publication process globally.5 Non-academic
factors such as economic strength, geopolitics, or linguistic and cultural differences, contribute to a global divide
in scientific productivity and reward: the wealthier countries which have the top journals and determine which
articles get published in them, and the less developed countries with fewer journals and where authors face
barriers disseminating their research in the top journals.6,7 This divide reflects the publishing and citation biases
that influence citation inequality within and between countries, regions, and continents. Citation inequality is now
evident with respect to individual researchers. A recent study showed that the top 1% most-cited authors accounted
for about 20% of citations between 2000 and 2015.8 It is unclear how patterns of citation inequality differ between
specific developed countries and those in Africa. How the distribution of citation shares for individual articles differs
between countries is examined here using inequality curves.
Citation data were extracted from Web of Science for all peer-reviewed articles published in all disciplines in 2012
and that had author affiliations in Finland or Nigeria. Lorenz curves were plotted using the cumulative citation shares
for all articles from each country. The Gini index, which represents the extent of inequality of article contribution
to the citation share based on the Lorenz curve, was calculated for each country. The choice of the countries was
partly random, but with a consideration that they were not the top ranked countries on their continents in relation
to publications and citations.
The analysis included 11 315 articles from Finland and 2728 articles from Nigeria published between 1 January to
31 December 2012. The choice of year was guided by the greater stability of citations of the articles given the time
that has elapsed since then. Finland had a total of 141 627 citations, and Nigeria had a total of 12 600 citations,
for the included publications at date of extraction. The Lorenz curves for both countries are shown in Figure 1.
The curve for Nigeria shows greater citation inequality (Gini index = 0.59) compared to that for Finland (Gini index
= 0.39).
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Lorenz curves for cumulative citation and article shares for Finland and Nigeria in 2012.
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There are some possible explanations for the difference in the extent
of citation inequality between the two countries. Firstly, Nigerian
researchers involved in international collaborations and listed as authors
of the resulting highly cited papers, such as those from the Global
Burden of Disease Study 20109, accounted for a large proportion
of the citations from the country10. Secondly, a significant number of
papers was produced from universities in Nigeria but had very few or no
citations. This could be attributed in part to the ‘Matthew effect’, where
renowned researchers receive disproportionately greater citations than
their lesser-known colleagues for comparable publications5, in view of
the low global visibility of Nigeria-based researchers. This is consistent
with a previous observation that Nigerian research communities are
largely isolated from partners in other countries inside and outside
Africa.11 Interestingly, international research collaborations have been
increasing over the past century across various disciplines.12 In addition,
the results reflect a more equitable spread of the bibliometric impact of
research articles from Finland.
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The significance of this analysis is in the demonstration of the use of
the Lorenz curve and Gini index to compare citation inequality between
countries, and the possibilities it creates to examine these patterns
across other African countries and periods of time. This approach reveals
the extent of the influence of highly cited papers on the citation inequality
observed in each country, and the weight of scientific knowledge that is
largely ignored or unused as seen in the long tail of the curve. This type
of analysis could provide the relevant government departments in these
countries with a snapshot of the performance of the domestic research
community, and help in assessing the impact of strategies to improve
international collaboration and enhance the use of the knowledge
produced by in-country researchers.
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